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A UNIFIED APPROACH FOR THE H1-STABILITY ANALYSIS OF
CLASSICAL AND FRACTIONAL NEUTRAL SYSTEMS WITH
COMMENSURATE DELAYS
LE HA VY NGUYEN⇤
Abstract. We examine the stability of linear integer-order and fractional-order systems with
commensurate delays of neutral type in the sense of H1-stability. The systems may have chains of
poles approaching the imaginary axis. While several classes of these systems have been previously
studied on a case-by-case basis, a unified method is proposed in this paper which allows to deal
with all these classes at the same time. Approximation of poles of large modulus is systematically
calculated based on a convex hull derived from the coe cients of the system. This convex hull
also serves to establish su cient conditions for instability and necessary and su cient conditions for
stability.
Key words. Neutral systems, delay e↵ects, H1-stability, fractional systems
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1. Introduction. Due to the ubiquitous presence of time delays, integer-order
systems with time delays have been intensively studied (see, for example, [3, 25, 21, 14]
and the references therein). Recently, fractional-order systems with time delays have
become an active research subject [13, 11, 5, 10, 20, 26] because of the increasing use
of fractional models. We can find these models, for example, in electronics such as
capacitors [28, 8] and in biology such as human, animal, and plant tissues [9]. For
some background on fractional calculus, see [19, 23, 12].
In this paper, we consider linear classical and fractional systems with commensu-
rate delays. For classical delay systems, since the seminal work of Bellman and Cooke
[3], it is well known that these systems can be classified in three categories regard-
ing the location of poles of large modulus: advanced, retarded and neutral types. A
similar classification is applied for fractional systems with commensurate delays and
commensurate fractional orders [11, 6].
While advanced systems having infinitely many unstable poles of large modulus
are unstable, the stability of retarded systems is decided by the location of poles
of small modulus [3, 5]. They can be calculated by several numerical methods, for
example, QPmR [27], YALTA [2].
Neutral systems having chains of poles asymptotic to vertical lines strictly in the
right or left half-planes fall in the same stability scenario as advanced or retarded
systems. It remains the case where the asymptotic line is the imaginary axis. For
these systems to be stable, it is not only required that poles of small and large modulus
are in the open left half-plane, but other conditions are also needed (see, for example,
[1] for BIBO-stability and [22, 6] forH1-stability). The situation is similar in the time
domain: su cient conditions for asymptotic stability include the classical condition
‘all eigenvalues have negative real part’ and we can find in [24] a deep stability analysis
of neutral systems containing fixed and distributed delays. However, the links between
stability conditions for this class of neutral systems in the frequency and time domain
are not fully understood.
For these special systems, while poles of small modulus can easily be numerically
determined as in the retarded case, poles of large modulus have been approximated
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for some classes of systems [4, 18, 16, 17]. The approximations were then examined
and necessary and su cient conditions for H1-stability were given when appropriate.
Although the conclusions on the location of chains of poles about the imaginary
axis were di↵erent for di↵erent classes of systems, the general method used for ap-
proximating poles in neutral chains remained the same. However, establishing the
results became more complicated for classes of systems which require higher order
approximation.
To overcome this di culty, we provide in this paper new results which generalize
those of the previous works and which can be easily implemented in computation soft-
ware. They cover both classical and fractional systems in almost every configuration.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the (fractional) neutral delay
systems of interest. The main results concerning the location of poles and stability
conditions are presented in section 3 and section 4 respectively. In section 5, these
results are compared with some of those presented in [16, 17]. They are also applied
to a class of systems that has not been considered in the previous works. The paper
is then concluded by section 6.
We denote N
N
= {n 2 N | 1  n  N}, Z+ = {m 2 Z |m   0}, C+ = {s 2
C |<(s) > 0}, ln(·) the real logarithm function, Arg(s) the argument of s 2 C satisfy-
ing  ⇡ < Arg(s)  ⇡, [x] the integer part of x 2 R, and n(A) the number of elements
of a set A.
2. A class of (fractional) neutral time-delay systems. We consider (frac-










where ⌧ > 0 is the delay, t, p, and q
k
for all k 2 N
N
are real polynomials in sµ with
0 < µ  1,  ⇡ < arg(s)  ⇡ in the case where 0 < µ < 1 in order to have a single
value of sµ, deg p   deg t, deg p   deg q
k
for all k 2 N
N
, and deg p = deg q
k
at least
for one k 2 N
N
in order to deal with proper neutral systems. Here, the degree of a
(quasi-)polynomial refers to the degree in sµ.
Note that with µ 2 (0, 1], the systems defined by (1) encompass those studied in
[4, 18, 16, 17].
Here we recall some basic characteristics of these systems presented in [4, 18, 16,
17].
Since deg p   deg q
k
for all k 2 N
N














as |s| ! 1, where M 0 2 Z+ and can be arbitrarily large.
Remark 2.1. In this paper, for the purpose of developing more general results, we
change some notations compared to [4, 18, 16, 17]. In the development of q
k
(s)/p(s)
for k 2 N
N
as |s| ! 1, the coe cients corresponding to the terms s lµ for l 2 Z+
are now denoted by ↵
l,k











in the previous papers.
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The formal polynomial associated with the denominator of (1) is defined as
(3) ec
d





where z = e s⌧ .
To each root r of multiplicity m   1 of (3) is associated m neutral chain(s) of
poles of G. These poles, denoted by s
n









=   ln |r|  |Arg(r) + |2⇡n,
as n ! 1.
It is derived from (4) that the poles of the neutral chain asymptotically approach
the vertical line
<(s) =   ln |r|
⌧
.
When the vertical line is di↵erent from the imaginary axis, i.e., when |r| 6= 1,
poles of large modulus clustering this line are on the same side w.r.t. the imaginary
axis and thus can be classified as stable (i.e., |r| > 1) or unstable (i.e., |r| < 1) poles
regarding H1-stability.
Recall that a system is H1-stable if and only if its transfer function is analytic
and bounded in C+.






















3. Location of neutral poles. As we have seen in the previous section, to each
root r of multiplicity m   1 of the formal polynomial ec
d
(z) correspond m chain(s) of
poles of neutral type. The approximation of these poles given in (4) only indicates
the vertical line to which the pole chain approaches. To determine the position of
the chain around the asymptotic axis, similarly to [4, 18, 16, 17], we examine in this













, ⌫1 6= 0, y1 > 0, n 2 Z, n ! 1, ⇡ < arg(n)  ⇡.
In other words, we determine the next non-zero approximation term when it is appro-






Except that special case, ⌫
n,1 exists and the sign of <(⌫1/ny1) then shows on
which side of the asymptotic axis the poles are. Note that the sign may change for
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positive and negative n. Hence, the upper and lower parts of a pole chain may lie on
di↵erent sides of the asymptotic axis. For a detailed explanation, see [17, Remark 3].
Here, remark that we do not fix a value of y1 beforehand but look for y1 such
that ⌫1 6= 0. This ensures that the approximation gives some new information about
the location of poles. The only case where the information is not useful is when
<(⌫1/ny1) = 0 and we may need to approximate further to know the location of poles
about the asymptotic axis.
3.1. Approximation of neutral chains of poles. Before presenting the main
results about the location of poles around the asymptotic axis, we define some notions
which will be of use.
Definition 3.1. For a root r of ec
d
(z),








, a 2 Z+ and k = 1, . . . , N , are given in (2).





mrk 6= 0 (see Lemma 2.2). From the same lemma, we see
that the points (0, l) with 0  l < m are not in AB(r).
Definition 3.3.
• A lower left boundary segment of AB(r) is a subset S ⇢ AB(r) such that
n(S)   2 and there exists p > 0 such that a+ bp = a0+ b0p 8(a, b), (a0, b0) 2 S
and a+ bp < a00 + b00p 8(a00, b00) 2 AB(r)\S.
• p defined as above for S is obviously unique and we call it the inverse slope
of the segment. We will use the notation p(S) to denote the inverse slope of
a lower left boundary segment S.
• S(AB(r)) denotes the set of all lower left boundary segments of AB(r).
It is easy to prove that di↵erent lower left boundary segments have di↵erent
inverse slopes, i.e., for S1, S2 2 S(AB(r)), S1 6= S2, their inverse slopes satisfy
p(S1) 6= p(S2).







a2 + b2 tan  2
S2 = {(a2, b2), (a3, b3)}
p(S2) = tan  2
Fig. 1: A lower left boundary segment of a set of points in the plane
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The approximation of neutral chains of poles is the objective of the next theorem.
Note that among m neutral chains associated to the root r of multiplicity m, some




/⌧ for n 2 Z, n ! 1, where  
n
is given by (5).
The approximation detailed below is thus not applied to these chains of poles.
Theorem 3.4. Let G(s) be a neutral delay system defined by (1) and r a root of
multiplicity m of the formal polynomial ec
d
(z) defined by (3). With ↵
a,k
defined as in
(2), let us define













:(⌫, y) | ⌫ is a non-zero root of
X
(a,b)2S




Let us denote m
a
the number of chains of poles relative to r with poles of large modulus




/⌧ where n 2 Z, n ! 1 and  
n
is given by




















with AB(r) defined in (6).
For the sake of clarity, the proof of the theorem will be preceded by lemmas. The
first step is to develop the denominator of G(s) around poles of neutral chains, which
is the objective of Lemma 3.5. Next, due to the fact that the denominator is zero
at these poles, by examining the highest order in n of its development, which will be
done in Lemma 3.6, we derive the approximation term ⌫
n,1 of sn.
Lemma 3.5. Let d(s) be the denominator of G(s), i.e.,












n,1 + ⌫n,2 + . . .+ ⌫n,M + o(n
 M 0µ),




n yi , i = 1, . . . ,M with ⌫
i
6= 0 and 0 < y1 < . . . < yM  M 0µ,
M 0 2 Z+. Then the development of d(sn)
p(sn)









= g1(n) + g2(n) + g3(n) + o(n
 M 0µ) = 0,










































































































The proof of the lemma is given in Appendix A.
Now we characterize the highest order of the development presented in Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.6. The highest order in n of the development of d(sn)
p(sn)
as n ! 1 given
as in (9) has the form  (aµ+ by1) where (a, b) 2 AB(r).
Proof. The highest order in n of the development (9) can be determined among
the highest orders in n of g1(n), g2(n), and g3(n).
The highest order in n of g1(n) has the form  aµ where (a, 0) 2 AB(r).
The orders in n of g2(n) have the form  
P
M







i=1 liy1. Hence by definition (
P
M
i=1 li, 0, . . . , 0) 2 L(M 0µ).
Therefore, the highest order in n of g2(n) has the form  by1 with (0, b) 2 AB(r).
By similar arguments, we deduce that the highest order in n of g3(n) has the form
 (aµ+ by1) with (a, b) 2 AB(r).
Below we prove Theorem 3.4 using the results of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let us denote Y1 the set of all valid values of y1 (there are
several chains of poles associated to a multiple root r and di↵erent chains may have
di↵erent values of y1). By examining the term of highest order in n of the development
(9), we will prove that Y1 = µM(AB(r)) where M(AB(r)) := {p(S) | S 2 S(AB(r))}.
First, we prove that Y1 ⇢ µM(AB(r)).
From Lemma 3.6, the term of highest order in n of the development which cor-
responds to y1 2 Y1 is then
P
(a,b)2 eS(y1) C(a, b, ⌫1)/n
aµ+by1 where the subset eS(y1)
of AB(r) is defined as follows: aµ + by1 = a0µ + b0y1 8(a, b), (a0, b0) 2 eS(y1) and
aµ + by1 < a00µ + b00y1 8(a00, b00) 2 AB(r)\ eS(y1). The latter inequality is due to the
fact that  (aµ+ by1) is the highest order in n.
Now we prove that eS(y1) is a lower left boundary segment of AB(r). Assume
that n( eS(y1)) = 1 and that eS(y1) = {(a, b)}. The term of highest order in n of the
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development is then C(a, b, ⌫1)/naµ+by1 . Hence, due to (9), C(a, b, ⌫1) = 0 and thus
⌫1 = 0 which does not satisfy the assumptions about ⌫n,1 (i.e., ⌫n,1 = ⌫1/ny1 with
⌫1 6= 0 and y1 > 0). Therefore, n( eS(y1))   2 and thus eS(y1) is a lower left boundary
segment of AB(r).
Hence, y1/µ = p( eS(y1)) and thus y1/µ 2 M(AB(r)), that is y1 2 µM(AB(r)).
Therefore, Y1 ⇢ µM(AB(r)).
Next we prove that µM(AB(r)) ⇢ Y1.
Assume that y1 = pµ where p 2 M(AB(r)). Denote S 2 S(AB(r)) the segment
associated with p. The highest order in n of the development is then  (aµ + by1)
8(a, b) 2 S. The term of highest order in n is P(a,b)2S C(a, b, ⌫1)/naµ+by1 . Since
n(S)   2 by definition, this sum contains terms with di↵erent powers in ⌫1. Not-
ing that this sum is zero, we then obtain non-zero values of ⌫1, which satisfies the
assumptions about ⌫
n,1.
Hence, Y1 = µM(AB(r)).
3.2. Construction of lower left boundary segments. Now we will discuss
how to construct all the lower left boundary segments of the set AB(r).
First, we mention two important points of AB(r) which limits a subset of AB(r)
containing the lower left boundary segments. The first point is (0,m) where m is the




mrk 6= 0 (see




), is the leftmost point among the
lowest points of AB(r), i.e.,
b
L
:= min{b | (a, b) 2 AB(r)},
a
L
:= min{a | (a, b
L
) 2 AB(r)}.(10)
The limiting finite subset is presented in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.7. The lower left boundary segments of AB(r) belong to the subset
Am
L
= {(a, b) 2 AB(r) | a  a
L
, b  m} (see Figure 2).
Proof. If (a, b) 2 AB(r) and a > a
L




p for all p > 0 since
b   b
L
by definition. If (a, b) 2 AB(r) and b > m, then a + bp > mp for all p > 0







Fig. 2: The subset Am
L
of AB(r) which contains all lower left boundary segments of
AB(r)
The lower left boundary segments are determined from the limiting subset as
follows.
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Lemma 3.8. The points of a lower left boundary segment of AB(r) belong to an
edge of the convex hull of Am
L
and two of them are vertices of the hull.
Proof. The subset Am
L
has finite points and thus its convex hull is a convex poly-
gon [7]. The vertices of this polygon are points in Am
L
and the line containing each
of its edges defines a closed half-plane containing all the points of Am
L
. There is no
other line containing two points of Am
L
with such a characteristic.
Therefore, the definition of lower left boundary segments of AB(r) leads imme-
diately to the conclusion.
There exist numerous algorithms for determining the points of a finite set in R2
which are on the boundary of its convex hull [7]. Among them, we can pick up points
belonging to lower left boundary segments.





before using convex hull algorithms to determine the lower left boundary segments.



















/⌧ , where n 2 Z, n ! 1 and  
n
are defined as in (5).
Proof. m   m
a
is the total number of non-zero values of ⌫1. This number is
then equal to (max{b | (a, b) 2 [S2S(AB(r))S}   min{b | (a, b) 2 [S2S(AB(r))S})
since the number of non-zero values of ⌫1 for each S 2 S(AB(r)) is (max{b | (a, b) 2
S} min{b | (a, b) 2 S}) and the segments in S(AB(r)) are interconnected. Also note
that max{b | (a, b) 2 [S2S(AB(r))S} = m and min{b | (a, b) 2 [S2S(AB(r))S} = bL.






Lemma 3.10. Let G(s) be a neutral delay system defined by (1) and d(s) be its
denominator, i.e.






Let us denote by r a root of multiplicity m of ec
d
(z) defined by (3). The following
statements are equivalent:
(i) d(s) has m
a
identical chains of poles s
n





/⌧ where n 2 Z, n is large enough and  
n
























for b = 1, . . . ,m
a
we mean to substitute
the exponential term e s⌧ by r after taking the b-th derivative of d(s).
Proof. (i) =) (ii):




/⌧ for n 2 Z and n large enough are roots of multiplicity
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m
a



















= 0, b = 0, . . . ,m
a
  1 have infinitely many roots s
n








are polynomials in sµ, µ 2 (0, 1], they only have a finite number of
roots and so necessarily (11) is satisfied.
It is obvious that (14) implies (12).
(ii) =) (i):









0, . . . ,m
a
  1. Furthermore, s
n












has a finite number
of roots and its roots are bounded. Therefore, there exists N1 2 Z+ such that for











Hence, we conclude that s
n











starting from b = 0,




which is the smallest value of b such that the derivative
is not identically zero. After determining b
L
, we can determine a
L
by running a loop





4. Stability. In this section, we study whether or not a system is H1-stable
based on the approximation of poles obtained in the preceding section. Here, we are
only interested in systems with neutral chains asymptotic to the imaginary axis.
The next theorem provides quick tests on the instability of the systems. It does
not even require to know ⌫
n,1.
Theorem 4.1. Let G(s) be a neutral delay system defined by (1), and suppose
that the formal polynomial ec
d
(z) defined in (3) has roots of modulus one. If for such
a root, denoted by r, there exists S 2 S(AB(r)) with AB(r) defined in (6) such that
n(S) = 2 and either of the following conditions holds for (a1, b1), (a2, b2) 2 S, b1 > b2
• b1   b2   3,
• b1   b2 = 2, and (a2   a1)µ 6= 2k, k 2 Z+\{0},
then the system is unstable
1
.















From now on we only consider positive n since poles of G(s) are symmetric w.r.t.
the real axis. With positive n, a ⌫1 with positive real part implies a chain of poles on
the right of the imaginary axis.
1The system is unstable in the sense that it is not H1-stable.
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It is easy to see that for b1   b2   3 there exists at least one value of ⌫1 with
positive real part.














If r 2 R, then K
r
2 R. However, since (a2   a1)µ 6= 2k, k 2 Z+\{0} then
|(a2 a1)µ = e|
(a2 a1)µ⇡
2 2 C\R, thus leading to ⌫21 2 C\R. This indicates that the two
values of ⌫1 have non-zero real parts. Since they are symmetric w.r.t. the origin then
one of them has positive real part, which implies that the system is unstable.
If r 2 C\R, then r̄ is also a root of the polynomial ec
d
(z) given as in (3). Denote











which is not real. It turns out that either ⌫21(r) or ⌫
2
1(r̄) is not real, thus giving at least
one value of ⌫1 with positive real part.
In the favorable case where neutral chains approach the imaginary axis from the
left, the next theorem presents conditions for the system to be H1-stable.
To facilitate the proof of the theorem, we first state a primary result.
Lemma 4.2. Let AB(r) be a set in R2 defined as in (6). Suppose that S(AB(r)) 6=
;. Let S
L




). Then for all S 2





















since b > b
L
.






)  a + bp(S
L








Therefore, p(S)  p(S
L











Theorem 4.3. Let G(s) be a neutral delay system defined by (1), and suppose
that G has no unstable poles of small modulus as well as no unstable chains of poles.
Also suppose that the formal polynomial ec
d
(z) defined in (3) has roots of modulus one,
denoted by r, and that all values of ⌫1 relative to each r satisfy <(⌫1) < 0 where ⌫1





) defined as in (10) (it is the leftmost point among the lowest points of AB(r)).
Proof. Since G has poles approaching the imaginary axis, then |G(s)|
s2|R is large
near these asymptotic poles.
Let us consider the denominator of G at a point s on the imaginary axis near
an asymptotic pole relative to a root r of modulus one of ec
d





2 |R, where s
n





+ ⌫1n y1)/⌧ + o(n y1). Since <(⌫1) 6= 0, then ⌘n is at least of order









Note that s is of the same form as s
n
if we denote ⌫01 = ⌫1 + ⌘⌧ .
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| ! 1 are the same. Recall from (9) and the discussion that follows






















(a,b)2S C(a, b, ⌫1) for each S 2 S(AB(r)). Hence, the












Since s 2 |R, then (15) shows that <(⌫1+ ⌘⌧) = 0, and thus fi(⌫1+ ⌘⌧) = fi(|=(⌫1+
⌘⌧)). Since every root of f
i
(⌫1) has strictly negative real part by assumption, then
f
i
(|=(⌫1 + ⌘⌧)) 6= 0. Hence, the order of the denominator of G(s) is n(d0 a bp(S))µ
where d0 = deg p.
The assumption that G has no unstable poles implies that G has no chains of
poles on the imaginary axis, and thus the leftmost lowest point of AB(r) is (a
L
, 0).
Due to Lemma 4.2, a + bp(S)  a
L
for all S 2 S(AB(r)). Then the lowest order of
the denominator of G(s) for s 2 |R near s
n
relative to r is n(d0 aL)µ.
For all roots r of ec
d
(z), the lowest order of the denominator of G(s) on the





5. Examples of di↵erent classes of systems. In subsection 5.1 we will revisit
two classes of neutral systems which have been presented in [17, 16]: one is standard,
the other is fractional. Even though being similar, they have been separately studied.
Here, both systems will be examined at the same time with the use of the method
proposed in this paper. The obtained theoretical results on pole approximation, which
indicates pole location w.r.t. the asymptotic axis, and stability conditions will be
shown to be the same as before. Application of the unified method to other classes of
systems considered in [4, 18, 16, 17] can be found in [15].
In subsection 5.2 we will investigate a new class of standard and fractional systems
using the present approach. We will provide a numerical example with a full analysis:
position of the chains of poles and test of H1-stability.






k 6= 0, andP
N
k=1 ↵2,kr
k 6= 0. In this subsection, we consider (fractional) neutral systems G(s)














Classical and fractional neutral systems of this type were studied in [17, Subsection
5.2] and in [16, Subsection III.A] respectively. Recall that in this paper we make some
changes of notation. In comparison with [16, 17], ↵0,k = ↵k, ↵1,k =  k, ↵2,k =  k,









k 6= 0, and PN
k=1 ↵2,kr
k 6= 0, then (1, 0) /2
AB(r) and (1, 1), (2, 0) 2 AB(r). Recall from our discussion after Theorem 3.4 that
(0,m) 2 AB(r).
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5.1.1. The case where m = 2. It is easy to see that S(AB(r)) = {S1} with
S1 = {(0, 2), (1, 1), (2, 0)} (see Figure 3). Therefore, from Theorem 3.4 we obtain
X
(a,b)2S1




















and y1 = p(S1)µ = µ. Identical results were presented in [17, Theorem 5.3] and [16,
Theorem 1].
For fractional systems which have no unstable poles but have neutral chains of
poles approaching the imaginary axis, if all these chains are relative to double roots
of the formal polynomial ec
d
(z) that satisfy the conditions in this subsection, then














) = (2, 0) for all r being a root of modulus one of ec
d
(z). The same stability
condition was obtained in [17, Proposition 5.5]. An example of these systems can be













(b) m = 3







k 6= 0, and PN
k=1 ↵2,kr
k 6= 0. The black and white
dots represent respectively points in and not in AB(r).
5.1.2. The case where m   3. We have S(AB(r)) = {S1,S2} with S1 =
{(0,m), (1, 1)} and S2 = {(1, 1), (2, 0)} (see Figure 3). Therefore,
X
(a,b)2S1
C(a, b, ⌫1) = 0 and y1 = p(S1)µ,
X
(a,b)2S2
C(a, b, ⌫1) = 0 and y1 = p(S2)µ,
























and y1 = µ.
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These results are the same as those shown in [17, Theorem 5.3] and [16, Theorem 1].
If m = 3, we have n(S1) = 2, b1   b2 = m   1 = 2 and (a2   a1)µ = (1   0)µ =
µ 6= 2k, k 2 Z+\{0}, then according to Theorem 4.1 the system is unstable.
If m   4, we have n(S1) = 2 and b1 b2 = m 1   3, then the system is unstable.
In [17, Corollary 5.4] and [16, Corollary 1], we derived the same conclusions about
the stability of the system.

















k 6= 0, and PN
k=1 ↵3,kr
k 6= 0.
This case has not been covered by [4, 18, 16, 17]. Instead of repeating all the calcu-
lations and analyses step-by-step as in these works for this new class of systems, we
derive rapidly the results with the present method.
The most important task of finding the lower left boundary segments, which can
be done by convex hull algorithms as discussed in subsection 3.2, is obvious in this
case as it is for the previous case. From the conditions, we deduce that (1, 0), (1, 1),
(2, 0) /2 AB(r) and (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0) 2 AB(r). We also have (0,m) 2 AB(r). Hence,
the lower left boundary segments for di↵erent m are given as follows
• for m = 2, S1 = {(0, 2), (3, 0)};
• for m = 3, S1 = {(0, 3), (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0)};
• for m   4, S1 = {(0,m), (1, 2)} and S2 = {(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 0)}.
They are illustrated in Figure 4.
a
b





(a) m = 2
a
b





(b) m = 3
a
b





(c) m = 4


















k 6= 0, and PN
k=1 ↵3,kr
k 6= 0
From Theorem 3.4, we obtain the first approximation term ⌫
n,1 = ⌫1/ny1 corre-
sponding to the segments, which are summarized in Table 1.
Even without calculating ⌫
n,1, we can conclude, using Theorem 4.1, that the
systems with r of multiplicity m = 2 are unstable if µ 6= 2/3, and those with r of
multiplicity m   4 are unstable for all µ 2 (0, 1].
In the case m = 3, for fractional systems which have no unstable poles and whose
chains of poles asymptotic to the imaginary axis correspond to the triple roots of the
formal polynomial ec
d
(z) that satisfy the conditions in this subsection, Theorem 4.3
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m ⌫1 y1

































































































can be applied. It shows that the necessary and su cient for the H1-stability of the








} = 3 since a
L
= 3 for all the
roots of modulus one of ec
d
(z). Such a fractional system is presented in Example 5.1.





where the characteristic equation of the system is a product of the characteristic
equations of 3 single time-delay systems and is given by
d(s) = [(s0.2 + 1) + s0.2e s][(s0.2 + 2) + (s0.2   1)e s][(s0.2 + 3) + (s0.2 + 1)e s]
= s0.6 + 6s0.4 + 11s0.2 + 6 + (3s0.6 + 12s0.4 + 10s0.2   1)e s
+ (3s0.6 + 6s0.4   2s0.2   1)e 2s + (s0.6   s0.2)e 3s.
The formal polynomial of this system is ec
d
(z) = 1 + 3z + 3z2 + z3 and has r =
 1 of multiplicity m = 3. There are then 3 neutral chains of poles approaching
the imaginary axis. The conditions in this subsection are all satisfied. Therefore,
⌫
n,1 = ⌫1n 0.2 where ⌫1 is given in Table 1 (the case m = 3) and has three values
 0.6585+0.2140|,  1.3170+0.4279|, and  1.9756+0.6419|. The upper parts of the
chains of poles are then on the left of the imaginary axis and so are the lower parts
since poles are symmetric about the real axis.
We obtain the same values of ⌫
n,1 if considering separately each factor of the
characteristic equation using the results in [17, Theorem 4.1].
The poles of small modulus are also in the open left half-plane as we can see
in Figure 5. Therefore, according to Theorem 4.3, we derive, as in the discussion
before this example, that the system is H1-stable if and only if deg t  deg p   3.
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Since deg p = 3, then the only choice is deg t = 1, i.e. t(s) is a constant. Figures 6
and 7 show the magnitude of the transfer function when t(s) = 1 and t(s) = s0.2 + 2




























































Fig. 7: Bode diagram of G(s) with t(s) = s0.2 + 2
6. Conclusion. In this paper we have considered the H1-stability of standard
and fractional neutral systems with commensurate delays and chains of poles asymp-
totic to the imaginary axis. More precisely, we have studied the location of these
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chains of poles around the axis and the boundedness of the transfer function on the
axis. The new results generalize those presented in [4, 18, 16, 17]. They concern
both classical and fractional systems and cover all possible cases, some of which were
studied separately in the previous papers.
Being general, the new results allow concise programming in contrast to the te-
dious case-by-case implementation of the previous results. Their programming is
even easier by the use of available convex hull algorithms to obtain lower left bound-
ary segments, which are of central importance in this paper. The implementation of
the present approach in the Matlab toolbox YALTA [2] to facilitate its use is under
study.
















































with the expression (8) and note that
e  n = r,
and













µ) with l 2 Z+\{0},
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i=1 li + o(n M
0
µ).




k = 0 and that d(s
n
) = 0 since s
n
with n 2 Z are poles of
G(s). The conclusion is then immediate.
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